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KINGDOMALITY

Triumphant Management Tools 
to Rule Your Kingdom

Shannon Eskam

BACKGROUND

 Created by Richard & Susan Silvano
 Based on the teachings of Carl Jung
 Unique personality test to determine one’s place in the kingdom

THE GIST
King Harold, the Wise, was in the midst of chaos 
His kingdom had projects that were rarely finished and required massive royal bailouts
Meetings were called to solve the problems but would turn into blaming and bickering sessions
Subjects were in disarray 
The kingdom suffered from poor productivity and unhappy, unreliable subjects that banded 

together with friends that turned on, rather than worked with, each other

ENTER IN ….
One magic wish which led to a….
Medieval Management Consultant
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THE FINDINGS
A North, South, East, West Square-Peg-In-a-Round-Hole People Problem
Which means:
The people were confused about their roles
The king kept making the confused people do things they were not suited to 

do

3 MAJOR PROBLEMS
Four distinct cultural groups lived in their own distinct areas of the kingdom
The cultural groups fought with each other
The cultural groups didn’t understand each other or themselves

Let the festivities commence 
forthwith! 

Please go to: https://kingdomality.com/the-
personal-preference-profile-test/

Where is thou place?

SE1
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THE SOUTHERN PEOPLE
“Helpers”: Dreamer Minstrel, White Knight, Shepherd

Harmonizers who dislike discord
Want to make sure everyone is happy
Provide sense of humanity and belonging
Hot-blooded and passionate about issues
Love causes; idealistic, not always practical
Appreciate recognition
Emotions rule the way

THE NORTHERN PEOPLE
“Challengers”: Prime Minister, Black Knight, Merchant

Strategists who pursue the most efficient and logical path
Rarely play for fun; need to know the score
Motto: Better, Faster, Cheaper
Don’t easily accept goals others set for them
Argumentative and cantankerous
Often unaware of the impact their questioning can have on others who see 

them as rude and even abusive

THE EASTERN PEOPLE
“Maintainers”: Engineer-Builder, Scientist, Doctor

Strong sense of right and wrong
Conservative outlook and like chain of command
Organized and detail oriented
Rules and authority are important
May be seen as unreasonable and rigid
Can have trouble seeing the necessity for change
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THE WESTERN PEOPLE
“Explorers”: Benevolent Ruler, Bishop, Discoverer

Visionary leaders
Fascinated by the future
 Interested in new things
Typically very creative
May seem absentminded, disorganized and distracted
Often impractical and unrealistic

Likes:
Winning
 Receiving commensurate rewards
 Being master of own fate

Loathes:
 Losing
 Not being rewarded
 Ill-conceived campaigns

12 O’Clock
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1 O’Clock

Loathes:
 Being rushed to a decision
 An ill-conceived plan
 Not having all the details

Likes:
 Making and closing a deal
 Calculating realistic potential of a deal
 Constructing logically sound 

transactions

2 O’Clock

Likes:
 Applying technology to problems
 Getting the job done
 Providing structure

Loathes:
 Inconsistencies/improper reasoning
 Extraneous issues
 Ambiguity

3 O’Clock

Likes:
 To search for knowledge
 To analyze and critique
 To be the keeper of knowledge

Loathes:
 Disorder
 Speculation
 Heretics
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4 O’Clock

Likes:
 Having a mission/purpose
 Solid procedures
 Realistic structure

Loathes:
 Chaos and disorder
Wild or irresponsible experimentation
 Impatience and foolhardiness

5 O’Clock

Likes:
 Valued relationships
 Cooperation and camaraderie
 Structured, warm environment

Loathes:
 Traitors
 Having to enforce rules
 Harsh criticism

6 O’Clock

Likes:
 A crusade
 Recognition
 Ideas and principles

Loathes:
 Mercenaries
 Unfeeling obstructionists
 Shallow values
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7 O’Clock

Likes:
 Motivating others
 Meeting new people
 Having fun

Loathes:
 A solitary environment
 Lots of details
 Cutthroat competition

8 O’Clock

Likes:
 Sharing their vision with others
 An appreciative audience
 Loyal followers

Loathes:
When others doubt their vision
When their leadership is questioned
 Lack of commitment from others

9 O’Clock

Likes:
 Giving opinions that may change
 Leading a discussion
 Brainstorming ideas

Loathes:
When others question their ideas
 Challenges to their facts
 Lack of faith in their concepts
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10 O’Clock

Likes:
 New people, places, things
 Trying something new or different
 Following an impulse

Loathes:
 Having to repeat something
 Following a routine or schedule
 Being boxed in

11 O’Clock

Likes:
 Power
 Getting results
 A winning strategy

Loathes:
 Being put in the spotlight
 Ineptitude of others
Wasting time
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KEY TAKEAWAYS
Understand that everyone processes and works differently
We all have our own personalities, likes and dislikes
We all bring something different to the table

Find a way to strike a balance among all the different roles
Work to find the positive traits others bring to the workplace
Learn to appreciate the strengths others have 
Strive to find harmony and fit tasks to certain roles

K = Know yourself, know others 
 Understand what drives you and others
 Once you do, you can communicate effectively as you know how to word things so others really hear you
 Allows you to motivate because you realize that what drives you is different from what drives others

I = Identify the Issue 
 Know what the present situation is and what is happening now 
 Also know what is or could be better
 Requires input from all the groups

N = Name your team
 Discover and use other’s abilities to achieve success
 Match skills and preferences to the task at hand

G = Get goals and get going
 Set your goals individually and as kingdom
 Remember the why and remember to push on


